SKELETAL MUSCLE IS A HIGHLY plastic tissue, capable of responding and adapting to a variety of physiological stimuli, e.g., muscle loading and unloading. Multiple functional phenotypes of skeletal muscle exist throughout the body at the same time. For example, muscles required for antigravity support of the skeleton or sustained locomotion are generally slow-contracting, low force-generating, and relatively resistant to fatigue, while other muscles required for quick, powerful movements are generally fast-contracting, high force-generating, and easily fatigued. In fact, skeletal muscle phenotypes have been characterized using combinations of muscle properties, including metabolic, fatigability, color, innervation, or predominant contractile protein expression. Myosin heavy chain (MHC) is the most abundant protein in skeletal muscle, comprising ~25% of the total protein content, and is a major component of the complex responsible for generating contractile force in skeletal muscle. At least nine MHC isoforms, each transcribed from their own gene, exist in mammalian striated muscle; but only slow type I MHC and various isoforms of fast type II (IIa, IIx/d, and IIb MHC isoforms) are present in adult limb skeletal muscle. At least nine MHC isoforms, each transcribed from their own gene, exist in mammalian striated muscle; but only slow type I MHC and various isoforms of fast type II (IIa, IIx/d, and IIb MHC isoforms) are present in adult limb skeletal muscle that is not undergoing regeneration (16). It is well established that skeletal muscle phenotype, particularly MHC gene expression, can be altered by different states of muscular activity or inactivity, as well as various hormonal and metabolic factors (1).

In response to altered muscular activity, skeletal muscle undergoes MHC remodeling to adapt to the new physiological demands on the tissue. The final composition of various MHC protein isoforms after adaptation is dependent on the species, on the environmental stimulus type and intensity (whether it is physiological or supra-physiological), and on contractile activity (whether it is increased or decreased). Resistance training switches rat MHC from type IIB to IIx MHC in red and white portions of rat gastrocnemius muscle (4). Importantly, no increase in type I MHC occurs in response to physiological resistance training. However, supra-physiological models of muscle hypertrophy (functional overload) do increase type I fiber percentage (17) in rats. Similarly, endurance training, a physiological stimulus, for <3 mo exhibits no increase in type I MHC (13; see discussion in Ref. 9), whereas, in contrast, supra-endurance models (chronic stimulation for >12 h/day) have major increases in the percentage of type I MHC (13). Physiological decreases in muscle loading by hindlimb suspension or spaceflight do decrease type I fiber percentage in rodents (3, 5) and humans (8, 18, 19). Taken together, the question then is how does each nucleus decide which MHC gene to express and not to express in a muscle fiber with multiple nuclei during reductions in contractile activity?

Six of the nine MHC genes are arranged in tandem on the same chromosome, and their order and orientation are highly conserved. Multiple control mechanisms have been shown to exist beyond transcription factors. Surprisingly, while pre-mRNA (10), alternative splicing (7), antisense RNA (11), and intergenic transcription (15) are all known to regulate MHC, in response to altered muscular activity, skeletal muscle undergoes MHC remodeling to adapt to the new physiological demands on the tissue. The final composition of various MHC protein isoforms after adaptation is dependent on the species, on the environmental stimulus type and intensity (whether it is physiological or supra-physiological), and on contractile activity (whether it is increased or decreased). Resistance training switches rat MHC from type IIB to IIx MHC in red and white portions of rat gastrocnemius muscle (4). Importantly, no increase in type I MHC occurs in response to physiological resistance training. However, supra-physiological models of muscle hypertrophy (functional overload) do increase type I fiber percentage (17) in rats. Similarly, endurance training, a physiological stimulus, for <3 mo exhibits no increase in type I MHC (13; see discussion in Ref. 9), whereas, in contrast, supra-endurance models (chronic stimulation for >12 h/day) have major increases in the percentage of type I MHC (13). Physiological decreases in muscle loading by hindlimb suspension or spaceflight do decrease type I fiber percentage in rodents (3, 5) and humans (8, 18, 19). Taken together, the question then is how does each nucleus decide which MHC gene to express and not to express in a muscle fiber with multiple nuclei during reductions in contractile activity?

Six of the nine MHC genes are arranged in tandem on the same chromosome, and their order and orientation are highly conserved. Multiple control mechanisms have been shown to exist beyond transcription factors. Surprisingly, while pre-mRNA (10), alternative splicing (7), antisense RNA (11), and intergenic transcription (15) are all known to regulate MHC, in response to altered muscular activity, skeletal muscle undergoes MHC remodeling to adapt to the new physiological demands on the tissue. The final composition of various MHC protein isoforms after adaptation is dependent on the species, on the environmental stimulus type and intensity (whether it is physiological or supra-physiological), and on contractile activity (whether it is increased or decreased). Resistance training switches rat MHC from type IIB to IIx MHC in red and white portions of rat gastrocnemius muscle (4). Importantly, no increase in type I MHC occurs in response to physiological resistance training. However, supra-physiological models of muscle hypertrophy (functional overload) do increase type I fiber percentage (17) in rats. Similarly, endurance training, a physiological stimulus, for <3 mo exhibits no increase in type I MHC (13; see discussion in Ref. 9), whereas, in contrast, supra-endurance models (chronic stimulation for >12 h/day) have major increases in the percentage of type I MHC (13). Physiological decreases in muscle loading by hindlimb suspension or spaceflight do decrease type I fiber percentage in rodents (3, 5) and humans (8, 18, 19). Taken together, the question then is how does each nucleus decide which MHC gene to express and not to express in a muscle fiber with multiple nuclei during reductions in contractile activity?

Six of the nine MHC genes are arranged in tandem on the same chromosome, and their order and orientation are highly conserved. Multiple control mechanisms have been shown to exist beyond transcription factors. Surprisingly, while pre-mRNA (10), alternative splicing (7), antisense RNA (11), and intergenic transcription (15) are all known to regulate MHC.
little is known about whether epigenetic mechanisms also regulate MHC gene expression in skeletal muscle with altered muscular activity. Pandorf et al. (12) describe a novel mechanism by which epigenetic modifications play a role in the expression of MHC genes in response to altered muscular activity (12).

Until recently, chromatin has rarely been thought of as much more than just genomic DNA and protein packaging. However, an emerging field in biological research over the past decade, termed “epigenetics,” has given new-found respect to chromatin structure as being a major player in the control of transcriptional activity and gene expression. Epigenetic modifications, unlike genetic mutations or single nucleotide polymorphisms, do not result in changes in the DNA sequence. Instead, DNA structure is indirectly modified by histone modifications (e.g., acetylation or methylation) or directly modified by methylation of the cytosine base in cytosine-guanine dinucleotides (CpG) of DNA to alter the expression of genes. CpG methylation of DNA is a stable covalent modification more associated with disease states, such as cancer or atherosclerosis (2, 14), while histone modifications are more akin to protein phosphorylation. Histone modifications can be both transient, rapidly responding to changes within the cell or surrounding environment, or stably maintained throughout life when obtained in early or fetal life (6). Histone acetylation can occur at many different lysine residues (e.g., lysine 4, 9, or 27), creating a negative electrostatic charge that repels the negatively charged DNA backbone, thus producing a loosely packed chromatin that allows easier access for transcription factors and the RNA polymerase complex to increase transcription (Fig. 1), also providing a site for recruitment of other proteins to the promoter region of a given gene. Conversely, histone deacetylation results in a compact, tightly bound histone:DNA complex and general repression of gene transcription (6).

The acetylation status of core histones is based on the balance of histone acetyltransferase (HAT) and histone deacetylase (HDAC) activity. Although it has been known that skeletal muscle contraction during exercise can regulate the activity of HATs and HDACs, this report by Pandorf et al. (12) is the first to show with direct evidence that histone modifications occur in skeletal muscle at the locus of MHC genes, concomitantly with changes in MHC gene expression. Using chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChiP), the authors demonstrate that both histone H3 acetylation and histone H3 methylation are directly related to the steady-state transcriptional activity of the MHC genes in the fast fiber-type plantaris and in the slow fiber-type soleus muscles under normal conditions. Of particular interest is the finding that the acetylation and methylation status at specific sites of histone H3 also directly coincides with the altered transcriptional activity of type I, IIX, and IIB MHC genes in the soleus in response to reduced muscular activity/unloading (hindlimb suspension).

These findings have significant physiological relevance in skeletal muscle biology because they extend our current understanding of the molecular mechanisms that regulate skeletal muscle remodeling and MHC gene expression with altered muscular activity. Also, Pandorf et al. (12) demonstrate the feasibility of using ChiP assays to analyze native chromatin structure in frozen samples as it pertains to transcriptional activity of skeletal muscle genes. Certainly, studies elucidating the mechanisms by which specific HATs and HDACs change their activity in response to a physiological stimulus, such as hindlimb unloading or endurance exercise, are needed. Additionally, answering broad questions such as whether epigenetics play a role in the regulation of other genes involved in skeletal muscle remodeling, and further yet, whether epigenetic regulation is involved in muscle phenotypes with pathological consequences, such as the failed regrowth of muscle from atrophy with aging, muscular dystrophies, or cardiac myopathies, is beginning to come within reach thanks to studies such as this one.
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